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Abstract

When we build simulation models and construct dynamical models for physical systems�
we often do not do so using a clear overall framework that organizes our geometry� dy�
namics and models� How do geometry and dynamics intertwine to e�ect system change
over multiple abstraction levels� We present a methodology� called object�oriented physical
modeling �OOPM�� which builds on the currently accepted computer science approach in
object�oriented program design� This type of modeling injects a way of incorporating geom�
etry and dynamics into general object�oriented design� Moreover� we present an approach
to dynamical modeling that mirrors major categories of computer programming languages�
thereby achieving a de�nition of system modeling that reinforces the relation of model to
program�

� Introduction

Simulation is divided into three areas� �� model design� 	� model execution� and �� execution
analysis shown in Fig� �� Modeling is the process of abstracting real world behavior into a
more economical form for purposes of experimentation and learning� Our chief interest is in
e�ciently capturing and organizing the knowledge necessary to simulate physical systems�
both arti�cial and natural� Simulation requires that we have a way of designing and execut�
ing models� Models can represent geometric shapes of real objects or the dynamics of those
objects� The shape of an object is captured by its geometry� which is used by computer
graphics to display the object� The dynamics of an object allows us to view a computer ani�
mation of the object undergoing time�dependent change� Our purpose is to specify a method
for modeling a physical system� while claiming that our method provides bene�ts such as
model and model component re�use� We provide a way of organizing physical knowledge and
a methodology for those wanting to model systems at many levels of detail� Our techniques
build on top of object�oriented design principles espoused in both computer science as well as
computer simulation� The method surfaces the importance of an integrated object�process
method where both objects and processes are made visible in model design� We present
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a uniform method that extends previous work by specifying how shape and dynamics are
integrated in the same framework� and by de�ning methods for modeling that permit an
integration of existing modeling methods without recommending an all�encompassing new
modeling technique� In this sense� the contribution is one where we devise a speci�c model
integration approach�
The problems facing most model integration situations are analogous to the carpenter�

plumber� and electrician constructing a house� Each has separately created a working net�
work� the carpenter has built the frame� the electrician has soldered wires and boxes for a
completely wired house circuit� and the plumber has assembled the plumbing and heating�
No blueprint has been used to guide each of the three� and so arguments arise and fast but
inelegant �xes are made just to �make it all work�� The three work in isolation in performing
their functions� The absurdity of this situation is clear� Without a blueprint to serve as a de�
sign of house integration� the house cannot be constructed� To model the large�scale systems
properly� many models must be written and assembled� We must �nd a way for the people
to communicate by speci�ng their models using a common framework� After�the�fact glue
and paste methods may be necessary initially� but a knowledge representation and design
framework must be created� Only then� should computer code be written to execute the
models�
In Sec� 	� we discuss our motivation for this work as well as a literature search� specifying

what groups have performed similar studies to our own� We introduce a generic example
scenario� in Sec� �� of a robot moving over a space� This example will be used throughout
the paper as a common thread� Then� in Sec� �� we de�ne our concepts as well as object�
oriented design as it is practiced in software engineering and simulation� Since modeling
is a process� we present the model design aspects for model engineering� which de�nes how
models are created from �rst principles and a knowledge of the system to be modeled�
Sec� � supplies the phases needed in engineering the model� Sec� � discusses the construction
of the conceptual model� The conceptual model provides a kind of skeletal structure or
sca�olding which requires attributes and methods to make it complete� Sec� 
 describes the
modeling approach for satisfying this completion� There are two types of models� static
models �Sec� 
��� and dynamic models �Sec� 
�	�� In Secs� � and �� we close the article with
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a description of our current implementation of this model engineering approach� MOOSE�
and then summarize what we�ve learned and our future directions�

� Motivation and Background

The word model is a somewhat overloaded term and can have many meanings depending
on context� We proceed to de�ne what we mean by the word model� Models are devices
used by scientists and engineers to communicate with one another using a concise�often
visual�representation of a physical system� Models are visual high�level constructs that we
use to communicate system dynamics without the need for frequent communication of low�
level formalism� semantics and computer code� In our methodology ����� a model is de�ned
as one of the following� �� a graph consisting of nodes� arcs and labels� 	� a set of rules� or
�� a set of equations� Computer code and programs are not considered to be models since
code semantics are speci�ed at too low a level� Likewise� formal methods ��
� �
� associate
the formal semantics with models but do not focus on representing the kind of high�level
form needed for modeling� One of our thrusts in this paper is to discourage readers from
thinking that to simulate� they need to choose a programming language and then proceed
directly to the coding phase� Even the phrase �object�oriented� is often de�ned as being
synonymous with certain programming languages such as C  � and so one may be lead
to begin programming� using polymorphism� virtual base classes and other artifacts� before
the design is speci�ed� Without the proper sca�olding for our models� in the form of a
conceptual model� we will produce disorganized pieces of code without a good understanding
and organization of the physical process we wish to study� The act of coding in an object�
oriented language is not a substitute for doing good design� As an example� C  provides
many object oriented capabilities� but does not enforce object oriented design� Norman ����
points out the need for good visual� conceptual models in general design for improved user�
interfaces to physical instruments and devices� The importance of design extends to all
scienti�c endeavors with a focus on models� Models need to provide a map between the
physical world and what we wish to design and subsequently implement either as a program
or a physical construction�
Programs and formal speci�cations ���� �
� ��� are a vital ingredient in the simulation

process since� without these methods� modeling approaches lack precision and cohesion�
However� formal speci�cations should not take the place of models since they serve two dif�
ferent purposes� Speci�cations are needed to disambiguate the semantics� at the lowest level�
of what one is modeling� Models exist to allow humans to communicate about the dynamics
and geometry of real world objects� Our de�nition of modeling is described at a level where
models are translated into executable programs and formal speci�cations� Fishwick and
Zeigler ��
� demonstrated this translation using the DEVS ��
� formalism for one particular
type of visual multimodel ��nite state machine model controlling a set of constraint models��
For other types of multimodels� one can devise additional formalisms ����� Object�oriented
methodology in simulation has a long history� as with the introduction of the Simula lan�
guage ���� which can be considered one of the pioneering ways in which simulation applied
itself to �object�oriented thinking�� Simula provided many of the basic primitives for class
construction and object oriented principles but was not accompanied by a visually�oriented
engineering approach to model building that is found in more recent software engineering
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texts ���� �� ���� As we shall see in model design� the visual orientation is critical since
it represents the way most scientists and engineers reason about physical problems and�
therefore� must be made explicit in modeling� Other more recent simulation thrusts in the
object�oriented arena include SCS conferences ���� as well as numerous Winter Simulation
Conference sessions over the past ten years� Also� various simulation groups have adopted
the general object�oriented perspective ���� ��� 		� ���
We specify two contributions� �� a comprehensive methodology for constructing physical

objects that encapsulate both geometric and dynamical models� and 	� a new taxonomy
for dynamic models� The motivation for the �rst contribution is that there currently exists
no method that uses object�oriented design and speci�es an enhancement of this design to
accommodate static and dynamic models� We have taken the existing visual object�oriented
design approaches reected in texts such as Rumbaugh ���� and Booch ��� and extended these
approaches� Regarding the motivation for deriving a new method for dynamic modeling� we
o�er the following reasons�

�� Object�Oriented Design� The new taxonomy is one based on object�oriented design
methodology since it is developed as an extension to object�oriented design� Existing
object�oriented design for software engineering does not include the concept of model�
ing� Our design extends the design approaches in software engineering to employ both
static and dynamic models for physical objects� Furthermore� we include both static
and dynamic models� which capture an integrated physical system with geometry and
dynamics�

	� Orientation� Even though we describe our method as �object�oriented�� the method
places equal value on processes and objects� A process is surfaced through the use of
dynamic models �ref� Sec� 
�	�� which are stored as method of objects� The problem
with traditional object�oriented design is that it tends to bury the process as code
while surfacing objects through visually oriented class hierarchies and object relations�
It is necessary to bring out both the concepts of process and object by interweaving
them� objects contain visual models which� in turn� refer to other objects� attributes
and methods� in a chain�like fashion� So� while the approach we advocate is object�
oriented in the sense that we organize all our knowledge by developing classes and
objects �rst� process has equal footing in the form of visually de�ned dynamic models�

�� Completeness� The new taxonomy organizes models from several di�erent areas in�
cluding continuous� discrete and combined models under one umbrella� The traditional
modeling taxonomies are currently separate� For example� models that require a con�
tinuous time slicing type of model execution� are grouped into a model category based
on the need for time slicing� not the form of the model� We focus� instead� on visual
model structure as a basis for model design organization�

�� Multimodels� There does not exist a good modeling approach to multi�level models
where levels are de�ned using heterogeneous model types� The new taxonomy addresses
this problem through the multimodel concept�

�� Design versus Execution� A taxonomy for modeling should be based on the design of a
model and not how it is executed� The current taxonomy introduces some ambiguity as
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to whether design or execution is being used to categorize models� The new taxonomy
is one which stresses model form as graphical structure where possible�


� Dynamic Models versus Programs� We draw a clear parallel between the new taxon�
omy for dynamic models and programming language categories in computer science�
The ability to use the same categories �for modeling as well as for programming�
lends credibility to the new taxonomy� and allows one to draw direct parallels between
programming language and model design constructs without inventing new modeling
category types�

While there has been signi�cant coverage in the simulation literature for analysis meth�
ods �	� 	��� the general area of modeling for simulation has lacked uniformity and in�depth
coverage� Two areas of modeling termed �discrete event� and �continuous� are de�ned in the
simulation literature� For discrete event models� the �eld is sub�divided into event�oriented�
process and activity�based modeling� To choose one of these sub�categories� we might ask
�What is an event�oriented model�� There is no clear de�nition �	� 	�� other than to state
that a discrete event model is one where discrete events predominate� There is no attempt to
further categorize or classify the form taken on by an event�oriented model� In mentioning
form� we need to address the di�erences between syntax �form� and semantics �execution�� A
program or model may be of a particular form! however� the semantics of this form may have
a variety of possibilities� A Petri net ���� has a particular form regardless of the way in which
it is executed� Ideally� then� we would like to create a model category that classi�es the form
of the Petri net� apart from its potential execution characteristics� By associating integer de�
lay time with Petri net transitions� one can execute the Petri net using time slicing� discrete
event simulation or parallel and distributed simulation� By providing an �event�oriented�
model category� it is not clear whether this includes only those models which have explicitly
surfaced �events� in their forms �as in event graphs ���� or animation scripts ����� or whether
a GPSS or Simscript program ���� could be considered an event�oriented model� Our ap�
proach is to clearly separate model design �syntax� from execution �semantics�� Moreover�
as stated earlier� programs are not considered to be models at least for most textually�based
programming languages� One can attach semantics to syntax� but they remain orthogonal
concepts�
Some model types that are similar in form are unfortunately separated into di�erent

categories using the traditional terminology� An example of this can be found in block
models for automatic control and queuing networks� A functional block model and a queuing
network model are identical in form� the only di�erences being in the semantics for the blocks
�i�e�� transfer functions� and the nature of the signal owing through the blocks �discrete or
continuous�� Our taxonomy stresses a di�erence in model topology and structure instead of
separating model types based on time advance or signal processing features� By using the
concept of functional model� we characterize the syntactical form of the model� functional
models are identi�ed by a uni�directional ow through a network of nodes through directed
arcs� In this fashion� control networks and queuing networks are of the same model type�
Likewise� this ow is directly analogous to functional composition in functional programming
languages�
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� Scenario

A general scenario should be de�ned so we can develop the concepts of physically�based
object�oriented design� We will create a simple example and then provide a table that
illustrates how this example can be seen for a wide variety of disciplines� The reason for
this choice of scenario is that it captures the essence of physical modeling� the application
of dynamics and geometry using particles and �elds� Even in the domain of sub�atomic
particles� the object orientation is relevant since particles and �elds integrate to form objects
via Schroedinger�s wave equation� The robot serves the role of a particle and the space �or
landscape� serves the role of space� Together� they provide for a comprehensive model�
Consider a 	D space s that is partitioned using either a quadtree or array �ref� Sec 
���� A
set of mobile robots move around s� undergoing change� as well as changing attributes of
s� Fig� 	 illustrates s and a sample robot r� In the remainder of the paper� we will refer
to Fig� 	 using classes� objects� attributes and methods de�ned in Sec� �� A robot or set of
robots move around space s� some staying within the con�nes of a particular partition of s�
such as si�j for i� j � f�� � � � � �g� Moreover� certain attributes of s may change� For example�
there may be water in s or a particular density of matter assigned to s� Our robots will
be unusual in that they are capable of changing shape over time if the dynamics demand
this of them� Before we embark on a discussion of object�oriented physical design for robots
within spaces� we present Table � to illustrate how� through mappings from one discipline
to another� di�erent areas �t into this general scenario scheme�

� Model Engineering

Our basis for physical modeling begins with object�oriented design concepts as described in
textbooks ��� ��� as well as object�oriented modeling as applied speci�cally for simulation of
discrete event systems ����� Model engineering is the process of building static and dynamic
models for a physical scenario using our extended object�oriented framework� The steps we
take in this procedure are shown in Fig� ��
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Table �� A sample set of applications using a particle��eld metaphor�

Application Particle Field

Cybernetics robot space
�intelligent agents� �room�factory oor�

terrain�
Military plane� squadron air space
�Air Force�
Ecology individuals� species landscape
Materials particles�molecules uid

�air� liquid�
Computer chip� module N�A
Engineering
Quantum wave function wave function
Mechanics
Meteorology hurricane� tornado atmosphere

��nite volumes�
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Methods
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1. Identify Classes and

ProgrammingPhysical Modeling

1. Specify Static Models
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Figure �� Model engineering�

� Conceptual Modeling

The �rst phase is constructing a conceptual model of the physical scenario� To build such a
model� we must construct a class graph with relations among the classes� Furthermore� we
must identify attributes and methods in those classes� A class is a type� Our treatment of
a class is as if it served as a �cookie cutter�� A cookie cutter �class� operates over a sheet
of dough to create cookies �objects�� We might create several types of robots� Walking�
Rotating� Fixed�base� Each of these are classes and they are sub�classes of robot since all of
them are types of robots� This particular relation is called generalization� Another kind of
useful relation is called aggregation since it involves a relation among classes where there is a
�part of� relationship� For example� a particular robot may be composed of �or aggregated
from� wheels� an arm and a camera� The base� arm and camera are part of the robot� the
robot is an aggregate of the base� arm and camera� Fig� � shows how we illustrate both of
these relations� generalization with a circle and aggregation with a square� We also permit
an analyst to specify any given relation as both aggregation and generalization� This is
delineated with a circle inside a square� The C speci�ed in Fig� � can specify cardinality for
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a class� In general� without such a speci�cation� it is assumed that a class can be composed
of any number of objects of the sub�class� However� let�s say that we create a class Room
which will always have four walls� then we can specify " � on the aggregation relation arc to
illustrate this constraint� Without this explicit constraint� a Room can be composed of any
number of walls� This approach is consistent with several existing OO approaches ���� 		�
to aggregation speci�cation�
While we are on the subject of classes� we de�ne an object to be an instance of a class�

A particular wheel is an instance of the class calledWheel� A class is a set of objects� which
are related through the class de�nition� A class is composed of its name� a set of attributes
and a set of methods� Aggregation among classes requires some clari�cation� If The set of
Wheels for a robot is aggregation from the classes FrontW and BackW� there may be any
number of front wheels and any number of back wheels� The aggregation just shows the class
aggregation and not the object aggregation� The speci�c number of wheels is something that
is changed as we create instances of the two classes� An actual object called wheels can be
created from class Wheels and then we can create two objects from FrontW and two from
BackW� We can even create a containment model �or data structure� which we locate as an
attribute value within wheels that shows the composition of this particular wheels object�
A key part of conceptual modeling is identifying the classes� For the most part� this

procedure is ill�de�ned but some rules and approaches do exist ���� ��� to help in the model
engineering process� Natural language provides one basis on which to base choices for classes�
attributes and methods� The following are heuristics to aid in the creation of the conceptual
model from a textual description of a physical scenario�

� Make nouns classes or instances of a class�

� Use adjectives to make class attributes� sub�classes or instances�

� Make transitive verbs methods which respond to inputs�

� Use intransitive verbs to specify attributes�

In the physical sciences and engineering� we use models to describe the shape of objects
as well as their behavior� We call the combination of attributes and methods structure� The
two types of relations among classes� generalization and aggregation� are very popular and
are frequently used in object�oriented design� The reason for their utility and popularity is
that they involve the implicit act of passing structure from one class to another� Structure
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passing is powerful and enables us to fragment the world into classes� while designing common
structure through aggregation and generalization relations�
The passing of structure for generalization is top to bottom� of a hierarchy of classes

related via generalization� and is frequently known as inheritance� Let�s consider an orange�
An Orange class inherits certain attributes and methods �i�e�� structure� from the Fruit class
since an orange is a kind of fruit� A walking robot is a type of general robot� and so inherits
structure from the general robot� The uppermost classes in a generalization hierarchy are
base classes and the child classes are derived classes from the particular base class�
We have discussed generalization and its associated structure�passing inheritance capa�

bility� but there is another key kind of relation� aggregation� Aggregation enjoys the bene�t
of structure passing also� but the structure passing in aggregation is bottom�up instead of
top�down� A class that is an aggregation of classes underneath it captures the structure of
all of its children� A robot contains all attributes and methods associated with each of its
sub�components� such as links� cameras and the behaviors of those sub�components� As we
use inheritance for generalization� we will use composition for aggregation� Structure passing
is done� therefore� through inheritance and composition� For our discussion of generalization
and aggregation� we assume that structure passing is a logical operation! however� it may not
be directly implemented in a speci�c programming language or implementation� For exam�
ple� a large ��� square cell space is an aggregate of ��� individual cells! an implementation
may choose not to cause the explicit passing of structure from children �i�e�� cell� to parent
�i�e�� space�� nevertheless� the structure passing is a logical consequence of aggregation� and
is logically present in our design� if not in our implementation�
Inheritance and composition are further de�ned as follows�

� Inheritance �or generalization� is the relational property of a generalization hierarchy�
Composition �or aggregation� is the relational property of an aggregation hierarchy�

� To di�erentiate between layers in a hierarchy we use the terms �child� and �parent�� A
parent is always above a child regardless of the relation type� Therefore a child class in
generalization inherits from its parent� but a parent class aggregates from its children�

� The words �derived� and �base� are relative to the type of relation� Base classes in
a generalization tree are at the top with lower�level classes deriving structure� For
aggregation� it is the opposite� with the base classes being at the leaves of the tree�
Structure passing for both relations is derived from �base� to �derived� classes�

� The only classes that can be used for constructing objects are the leaf classes of a
generalization hierarchy� Internal tree nodes are used to hold class structure but are
not used for object construction�

� Inheritance occurs when a derived leaf class in a generalization class hierarchy is used
to construct or create an object� The object �inherits� all attributes and methods from
its parent �or parents in multiple inheritance��

� Composition occurs when any class in an aggregation class hierarchy is used to con�
struct or create an object� The object passes all structure assigned to it upward to the
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parent �or parents� in multiple composition�� The derivation of structure moves from
the base classes�

Aggregation and containment are two di�erent� but related concepts� Aggregation involves
composition� which means that a class is composed of sub�classes� A glass of marbles will
contain marbles� but the glass is not composed of marbles and so a Marble class� in an
aggregation sense� is not a sub�class of Glass unless one rede�nes the meaning of Glass
to encompass not only the physical structure of a glass� but also of everything within the
�scope� or �environment� of the glass�
Generalization and aggregation are the key relations used in building a conceptual model�

but they are not the only types of relations� If our physical scenario was such that all robots
were attached to wooden boards� then one could form a relation arc between the class robot
and the class board� However� there are sometimes better mechanisms for handling such
cases� For the robot and the board� one can form an aggregate class called Robot�env
which aggregates both board and robot classes� Some of these other class relations may or
may not involve structure passing� but generalization and aggregation represent the power
of a transitive stucture�passing relation involving any number of hierarchical levels� In any
event� by allowing arbitrary relations among classes� we generalize conceptual models to have
similar capabilities in representation to that of semantic networks and certain schemata in
databases� That is� one can use logical inference and querying on the conceptual model in
addition to using it only for structure passing� Also� the conceptual model need not be static�
The conceptual model as it is originally de�ned represents a physical system at an initial
time instant� New classes and relations may be added over time to permit a dynamically
changing physical environment�
Fig� � illustrates generalization ��� and aggregation ��� relations� It is not necessary

to group all relations into one graph or hierarchy�multiple graphs or hierarchies are possi�
ble� Fig� 	 provides us with the base classes for Fig� �� The downward and upward block
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arrows in Fig� � illustrates the respective directions of structure passing for inheritance and
composition�
Inheritance and aggregation have rules that they use to perform the movement of struc�

ture within a tree� For inheritance� methods and attributes are copied from the tree root to
the tree leaves except for when one overrides an inherited attribute or method� However� we
need to be explicit about our �inheritance rule� since copies can be made� potentially� not
only from the root of the generalization tree� or from the immediate parent of a class� but also
from any class which lay in�between the root and leaf class� An attribute type within class
Agent can be set to �organic�� While the classes Human and Animal automatically inherit
this attribute from Agent� Robot overrides this by setting type to �arti�cial�� Overriding
method and attributes permits a kind of heterogeneity in the derived classes so that they
need not all be perfect copies of the base class� In addition to overriding� some structure
from the base class may not be available for copying to derived classes� A default inheritance
rule is one where a derived class inherits structure through copying from its parent class�
For aggregation� we have a more complex situation where an aggregation procedure must

be speci�ed for all attributes and methods in the base classes� An example of the need for
such procedures is when two base�class methods or attributes are identical in name� The
aggregation question is framed as �Given a number of base classes� how do we glue the base
class attributes and methods to create attributes and methods in the aggregate class�� There
is a conict and a resolution method is required� Consider attribute contains in Arm� Base
andWheels� The contains attribute points to a data structure of what is contained within an
object� Through composition� Arm obtains all three of these contains structures but what
is Arm to do with them since they are all of the same attribute name� A logical aggregation
procedure here is to say that all sub�classes of Arm with a contains attribute are grouped
together into a record or array which is then placed in Arm� However� this sort of aggregation
is not always appropriate� If the sub�classes contain an attribute count which speci�es how
many objects there are of this class� then the correct aggregation rule for count within Arm
involves a sum of all count attributes in the sub�classes of Arm� In aggregation� some sort
of �aggregation rule� is always necessary� Implicitly� one could de�ne that attributes of
di�erent names simply agglomerate into aggregate objects in a set�union fashion� However�
there are many instances where this is not so� The count attribute is just one example� Other
examples include aggregation into a matrix or array� and aggregation via model component
�coupling� composing a dynamic model of sub�object methods� Rules can be stored in their
respective classes� We make no attempt to formalize the rule structure�only to state that
some code or rules should be available within a class to handle all aggregations that occur�
A default aggregation rule is one where a derived class aggregates structure through set
union of the child classes� That is�they just collect structure together without resolving
conicts� merging structure through summation or integration� or performing concatenation
of structure�
As to how we might refer to populations or groups versus individuals� we consider the

motor example� The set of motors can be called motor which points to a data structure
specifying motor objects� while an individual motor requires an index such as motor����
When an object is created that uses the same root name for an object that already exists�
such as when one created object motor��� after having created motor� then the a hierarchy is
assumed and aggregation occurs as a result� This mechanism allows one to attach recursive�
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hierarchical properties to any class in the conceptual model without explicitly specifying
these properties at the time of conceptual model formation� Instead� this sort of multi�level
hierarchy is de�ned as a static model� An example of this can be seen with the class Rect in
Fig� �� This class can be used to create a rectangular space hierarchy of any dimension� Let�s
�rst create a space object called cell by de�ning Rect cell� If we wish to structure this space
into a quadtree� for instance� we can then create four new objects cell���� cell���� cell��� and
cell�	�� Since we used the same name cell� there is an automatic aggregation relation with
cell composed of cell���� cell���� cell��� and cell�	�� Speci�cally� aggregation rules come into
play as previously described� The actual quadtree would be stored as a static model of cell�
The explicit creation of aggregation hierarchies within the conceptual model is dictated by
a heterogeneous aggregation relation� If a robot arm consists of exactly two links� which are
di�erent in nature� then this aggregation relation belongs in the conceptual model� However�
the potentially in�nite recursion of spatial decomposition suggests a homogeneous aggregrate
relation� and is relegated to a static model stored within a �space object��
OOPM speci�es that an attribute is one of two types� variable or static model� Likewise�

a method of one of two types� code or dynamic model� A method can be of a functional
�representing a function� or constraint �representing a relation� nature� Once the conceptual
model has been constructed� we identify the attributes and methods for each class� An
attribute is a variable� whose value is one of the common data types�or a static model� A
method can be code� whose form depends on the programming language� or a dynamic model�
The structure of a class is seen in Fig� 
� Variables and code are described in OO languages
such as C  ����� We de�ne a static model as a graph of objects and a dynamic model as a
graph of attributes and methods� The model types of interest here are dynamic� However�
the concept of static model complements the concept of dynamic model� methods operate
on attributes to e�ect change in an object� Dynamic models operate on static models and
variable attributes to e�ect change� We will use the following notation in discussing object�
oriented terms� When we speak of a class� we capitalize the �rst letter� as in Robot or Arm�
An object is lower case� An attribute that is a variable is lower case� whereas an attribute
that is a static model is upper case for the �rst letter� A similar convention is followed for
methods� a code method uses lower case with a parentheses ���� as a su�x! a dynamic model
method is the same but with a capitalized �rst letter� Classes are separated from objects
with a double colon ���� whereas objects are separated from attributes and methods using
a period ��� This convention is similar to the C  language and is a convenience when
communicating conceptual models textually� All classes� objects� attributes� and methods
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Figure �� Phase �� Step 	� Identify attributes and methods�

will use an italics font to di�erentiate them from surrounding text�
To provide some examples�

� A four�foot high robot r� can be represented as� Mobile Robot

r��height � ���� where
height is speci�ed in inches� Alternatively� we can simply leave out the class name�
r��height � ���� since we know that r� is an instance of Mobile Robot by reviewing
the conceptual model� If there is a static model of a robot� in the form of a computer
aided design representation� then we would refer to this as r��Geometry�

� A robot arm with a revolute joint will rotate� so we can create arm�angle as an attribute
of object arm and also arm�rotate�� as a code method of arm that changes arm�angle�
If the dynamics of rotation are captured in a dynamic model Rotate� then we have
arm�Rotate�� as my dynamic model� Object arm relates to object r in that the robot
class is an aggregate class containing sub�classes such as Arm� Moreover� an attribute
inside r called connectivity� with a linked list structure� would include arm� Should
the linked list connectivity be a static model or a variable of r� This is ambiguous
and under the user�s control� A general heuristic is that if an attribute contains a
data structure specifying geometry or relative position of sub�objects� then we call it
a model as opposed to a variable� but a case could be made either way�

� A landscape is an object that aggregates an array of cells or patches� The dynamics of
r� that moves within a cell� may be coded as r�Move��� a dynamical model or simply
as r�move��� a piece of code� A landscape subcell� landscape�cell���	� will contain some
number of robot objects using the appropriate data structure�

Fig� � illustrates a subset of the objects shown in Fig� �� For this subset� we identify some
attributes and methods that we feel are necessary in simulating the scenario� At this point�
it is not necessary to identify the precise structure of each attribute and method since this
is part of the conceptual modeling phase� In drawing the attribute and methods� it is useful
to recreate Fig� � with the expanded class nodes shown in Fig� �� Since this diagram would
be large for all classes in Fig� �� we are illustrating a subset of all class nodes� We use the
scheme previously discussed to di�erentiate models from variables and code� models begin
with a capital letter and methods end with a pair of parenthesis �����
Fig� � displays another robot�oriented conceptual model to illustrate some of the points

we�ve made about generalization and abstraction� We use the following new acronyms�
DigitalTech for �digital technology�� DSPChip for �digital signal processing chip�� and Mux
for multiplexer� For each relation� we need to have a procedure� We�ll proceed from left to
right�
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Figure �� Generic generalization and aggregation scenario�

� Relation � �Aggregation��

�� By default� Base will aggregate all methods and attributes using the set operation
union ��� unless otherwise speci�ed� We�ll use this default to pass up all attributes
of Motor and Computer except for id�

	� Base�id is formed by Motor�id and Computer�id by concatenating them in a vector
#Base�id�Motor�id$�

� Relation 	 �Generalization��

�� By default� Computer andDSPChip inherit all structure fromDigitalTech through
copying� We�ll adopt the default on this one�

� Relation � �Dual��

�� The default structure passing for this is the same as for both aggregation and gen�
eralization� We are stating that a CircuitCard serves as a composition of DSPChip
and Mux as well as stating that DSPChip and Mux are types of CircuitCard�

	� For aggregation� we specify model Circuit�� as being de�ned by a functional cou�
pling of dsp�� and Mux���

�� For generalization� we use the default for inheriting max voltage� but override the
inheritance for bus connect since the bus connection is an attribute of the circuit
card and not relevant to DSPChip or Mux�

We�ve seen that generalization and aggregation provide us with power for structure passing�
but that we require both default procedures as well as special procedures which either limit
the structure passing in a particular way or accurately de�ne it�
In object�oriented design� there are certain key characteristics that one must employ

throughout the design process�

� Coupling� In class hierarchies and graphs� classes are coupled together via relations�
most of which are aggregation or generalization� Coupling also extends to static �ref�
Sec� 
��� and dynamic �ref� Sec� 
�	� models where objects� attributes and methods
are coupled together in graph form to create a model� Coupling provides the glue used
to bring classes and other object�oriented features together�
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� Hierarchy� When a relation can be applied transitively �Camera is a kind of Sensor
that is� in turn� a kind of Fixed Object� then this provides a convenient ordering of
knowledge� Furthermore� the transitive generalization and aggregation relations permit
the passing of class structure down and up hierarchies� Hierarchy plays a key role in
modeling as well with components having sub�components� Sub�component children
can be of the same type as the parent component �homogeneous hierarchy� or they can
be of di�erent types �heterogeneous hierarchy��

� Encapsulation� Where does a particular model belong� To help make this decision� we
use the following rule� a model �static or dynamic� is encapsulated within the most
speci�c class or object that contains all attributes and methods de�ned in that model�
This is discussed in detail within Sec� 
�	���

Coupling provides the basis for sticking object�oriented components �class� object� attribute�
method� together� whereas hierarchy and encapsulation provide ways in which the coupled
components can be e�ciently managed�
To summarize the conceptual modeling phase� we construct classes and relations among

classes� Two key hierarchical� recursive� relations that involve structure passing are general�
ization and aggregation� The conceptual model exists soley as a knowledge representation of
a physical system� and to permit operations such as structure passing and logical inference�

� Physical Modeling

�	� Static Modeling

The word �static� in static models refers to the inability of the model to cause change of
attribute! it does not mean that the model doesn�t change� For physical modeling� our
primary type of static model is one that speci�es the topology or geometry of a physical
object such as r� However� a semantic net ����� would be an equally valid static model�
Dynamic models �ref� Sec� 
�	� have the ability to change static models over time� The
previously discussed conceptual model� composed of classes and relations� can also be seen
as dynamically changing with class relations changing over time� If this occurs then it is
logical to create an all�encompassing class called universe and then make the conceptual
model an attribute of universe in the form of a static model�
For modeling geometry and space� there are a number of representational techniques�

many of which are discussed by Samet in two volumes ���� �
�� We will not create any
extensions of static modeling methods� Instead� for our scenario conceptual model in Fig� 	�
we�ll discuss our alternatives with an example or two� In Fig� 	 we have two items� a space
s where robots behave� Space s can be modeled a simple square array� which hardly can
be classi�ed as a model except that it is a model considering that it is an abstraction of
a physical object �i�e�� a physical space�� Beyond this straightforward model� it is often
useful to model space using varying degrees of resolution depending on the area of concern�
Areas of space with a sparse density of robots� for example� might be modeled �in the large�
whereas dense areas are subdivided hierarchically� A quadtree represents a simple form of
four�ply tree data structure that can be used to model the space� For �D spaces� octrees
provide a related structure� Likewise� for the robot depicted in Fig� 	� there are methods
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Figure �� Phase 	� Step �� Static models for space s and robot r�

described in the literature on computer aided design and computer graphics ���� 	��� Fig� �
displays two static models� the �rst model is a quadtree of space s and the second model is
a constructive solid geometry model of robot r�
The quadtree is composed entirely of objects� which when aggregated� form s� An object

can contain its own static models or an attribute called contains that refers to a list structure
of robots found in the object� Therefore� s� and s��� are sample objects that may contain
several robots� The reason for sub�partitioning a particular cell is that� depending on the
density of robots in a particular part of s� we may want to sub�divide our space� Another
reason is that if s represents a landscape� we may wish to focus our modeling resources in
a particular sub�cell within s� while still maintaining a partition of s� The CSG tree on the
right part of Fig� � provides a structure for the topology of r� The symbol

S
denotes union

and
T
denotes intersection� A CSG tree contains two types of nodes� operations and objects�

For example r is an object composed of the union �operation� of objects arm� foundation
and wheels� A rectangular slab� when intersected with a cubic box� creates the base of r�
Figs� ���a� and ���b� display �D geometric static models for both s and r� reecting a more
realistic scenario con�guration suitable for animation and immersive situations�
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�a� Geometry for space s�

�b� Geometry for robot r�

Figure ��� Geometry representing static models for the scenario�
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�	� Dynamic Modeling

�	�	� Overview

A dynamic model captures the way in which attributes change over time� At �rst glance� it
may appear that one can create a dynamic object�oriented model by linking together objects
in a graph� For example� supposing that robot r� gives food to r�� A temptation is to draw
an arrow from one object �r�� to the other �r�� and claim this as a dynamic model� In
traditional object oriented design� this message passing approach is speci�ed as a way to
model the �behavior� of objects interacting with one another via messages passed from an
object to another� Unfortunately� while such a graph represents our intention of expressing
dynamics� it contains no information as to the underlying dynamics� The primary problem
is that we do not know which methods of r� or r� to use� Suppose that r� has many potential
dynamic models� Which particular dynamic model should we use in our �object� model�
The speci�cation of an object pointing to another object is not su�ciently de�ned to be of
any real use for simulation� In e�ect� a graph containing the two objects is a static model� not
a dynamic one� since the graph depicts a geometric or semantic relation� one robot connected
to another� To accurately represent the dynamics of objects� we need a more comprehensive
and exible approach that a�ords the modeler the ability to use familiar models such as
FSAs� System Dynamics graphs� compartmental ow models and block models�

�	�	� Three types of Dynamic Model

The three model types that have strong ties with programming languages are� declarative�
functional and constraint� A declarative simulation model is one where states and event
transitions �individually or in groups� are speci�ed in the model directly� Production rule
languages and logic�based languages based on Horn clauses �such as Prolog �	��� create a
mirror image of the declarative model for simulation� Moreover� declarative semantics are
used to de�ne the interpretation of programming language statements� A functional model
is one where there is directionality in ow of a signal �whether discrete or continuous��
The ow has a source� several possible sinks� and contains coupled components through
which material ows� Functional languages� often based on the lambda calculus ���� ���� are
similar in principle� If programming language statements are not viewed declaratively� they
usually are de�ned using functional semantics� The languages Lisp ���� and ML ���� are
two example functional languages� Lisp has some declarative features �side e�ects� whereas
other functional languages attempt to be �pure�� Finally� with regard to computer science
metaphors� constraint languages �
� 	�� reect a way of programming where procedures
and declarations are insu�cient� The constraint language CLP�R� �	�� �Constraint Logic
Programming� represents this type of language� Also� the next generation Prolog �Prolog
III� is constraint oriented� In constraint models� the focus is on a model structure� which
involves basic balances of units such as momentum and energy�
Fig� �� illustrates the dynamic modeling taxonomy� The top level of Fig� �� refers to the

multimodel type �ref� Sec� 
��� since this type is composed of all sub�types previously dis�
cussed by using hierarchical re�nement� declarative� functional� constraint and spatial� Con�
ceptual models are generated before multimodels since conceptual models are non�executable
and reect relations among classes� Each of these sub�types has two sub�categories�
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� Declarative models focus on patterns associated with states or events� An example
declarative model type with a state focus is the �nite state automaton� The event
graph is an example with the event focus�

� Functional models are networks whose main components are either functions �as in
block models� or variables �as in the levels found in systems dynamics��

� Constraintmodels are represented as equation sets or as graphs� An example constraint
graph is an analog electrical circuit or a bond graph ����

The extra model type not previously discussed here �but found in Fig� � and ����� is spatial
model� In our discussion� a spatial model is a static model whose dynamics take on one of
three primitive types� So� we do not a�ord spatial models any special status since in OOPM�
they are artifacts of the methodology and of aggregation relations�

�	�	� De
nitions

To de�ne how dynamical systems are embedded within OOPM� we need to address some
fundamental systems theoretic concepts� A time invariant system � can be abstracted as
follows� � "� I�O�Q�%� �� � �� The sets I and O represent input and output sets� Q de�nes
the state space for the system� % represents the admissible set of input trajectories� � is the
state transition function� and � is the output function which is generally a function of Q�
There are internal and external events� An external event is one from �outside the system�
whereas an internal event is one �inside the system� �but from a lower abstraction level��
Further explanation and variations of the system formalism can be found in the systems ��
�
and simulation ���� literature! however� the above de�nition su�ces for our purpose� The
�rst key observation of OOPM is that we are encapsulating behavior �dynamic models� and
structure �static models� within objects� This represents a structured representation of a
system as opposed to an all encompassing system de�nition with a multi�dimensional state
space spanning many objects� For the aggregate objects� however� this large state space is
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accurately captured since these accrue fewer�dimensional state spaces of sub�objects through
composition� The following de�nitions are presented to bridge the gap between the formal
system components and our components� A class Ci is de�ned as a sub�class of C in an
aggregation relation! likewise� a class Ci is de�ned as an aggregate object composing C as
a sub�class� We let &Ci " C � Ci and &Ci " C � Ci for notational convenience� A similar
notation can be constructed for objects O�

� State� A state of class C is contained within C�s attribute list� Comments� objects
that are leaves in an aggregation hierarchy will have low�dimensional state spaces with
internal and root nodes aggregating these low dimensional spaces� The state of object
arm for the robot may include a position for the centroid as well as an orientation 	�
The arm contains all states in Armi through composition�

� Event� An event is classi�ed as internal or external�

�� An internal event for C is an input from within &Ci� Comments� all internal events
within C are inputs from C or sub�classes of C� A clock has an internal event
when the alarm rings� but the alarm mechanism is a sub�class Ci of C and the
event is an output from Ci� The computer for robot r is a sub�object of the robot�
The computer may periodically produce internal �relative to r� events that are
employed in a dynamical model in r��

	� An external event for class C is an input from a class in Ci� Comments� An
external event to an alarm clock comes from the human hand or �nger object
that presses a button to stop the alarm� All environmental activities in s a�ect r
through external events� since the environment is outside of r�

� Input� All inputs to C are either internal or external events�

� Output� All outputs from C are inputs to some P with the exception of a sink node�
for which an output employs a method of C using the C�s state attributes�

These de�nitions will help us in formulating common templates for dynamical models� A
primitive dynamical model is of three types� declarative� functional or constraint� For each
of these model categories� there are some common types that we de�ne with templates�

�� Declarative� A �nite state automaton �FSA� is de�ned with nodes and arcs� A node is a
state of C� and therefore an attribute of C� The arc contains a boolean�valued method
p�� with arguments that are internal or external events� An event graph is de�ned with
nodes and arcs� as for an FSA� A node is an event �internal or external�� An external
event relative to C is an attribute of Ci and an internal event is an attribute of &Ci�
The arc in an event graph represents a method that schedules or causes the event on
the head of the arc� The robot r may be in one of three states� active� stationary
or maintenance� The maintenance phase is used for �xing the robot�s position via a
satellite� Therefore� a method is created in r that points to a dynamic model� an FSA
with three states� Arcs from one state to another in an FSA are boolean predicates�
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	� Functional� A block model has nodes and arcs� A node is a method of C� and the
arc represents a directed connection from one method to another� Both methods can
be found in &Ci� The block model is function�based since functions are made explicit
as nodes� Variable�based models such as System Dynamics ��	� or compartmental
models �	�� are the duals of function�based models since variables are placed at the
nodes� For a C with this type of method� the variables are attributes of &Ci� Functions
are often assumed to be linear� but if they are de�ned� they are methods found in
&Ci� For our scenario we would have to derive a directional activity to use a functional
model� One such activity is the movement of water on s over cells in a speci�c direction�
such as via a canal or along a river� Such boundary conditions suggest a functional
model� since without these boundaries� we would use a constraint model de�ned by
dynamics incorporating local conservation laws� Another activity is if robots cooperate
with each other to form a pipeline task� passing a product or food from one end of
the robot �chain� to the other� This activity is common in workstation cells in a
manufacturing scenario where robots are often �xed relative to each other in space�

�� Constraint� Constraint models are equational in nature� and reect non�directional
constraints among object attributes� A class C with a constraint equational model
contains an equation with terms containing attributes of &Ci� Equations can be repre�
sented in graph form as well as with bond graphs ��� ��� ���� Models of non�directional
behavior� such as general hydrodynamic models are constraint�based� If all robots in�
teract with each other in ways dictated by nearest�neighbor conditions� for example�
this is modeled as a constraint since there is no consistent� time�invariant direction
associated with the dynamics�

�	�	� Representing Dynamic Models

How are dynamic model components represented in the physical modeling methodology� We
will illustrate two model types �functional and declarative�� each with two model sub�types�
For the functional model types� we use a block model and a System Dynamics model� For
the declarative model type� we will use an FSA and a Petri net� The following notation�
consistent with the previous notations� will be used throughout this discussion�

� Objects� An object is represented as obj� obji represents a sub�object of obj �in its
aggregation hierarchy�� and obji represents a super�object which is composed� in part�
of obj� When indices i and j are used� it is possible that i " j or i �" j� This relation
rests with the particular application�

� Attributes� obj�a represents a variable attribute and obj�A represents a static model
attribute� a is short for any string beginning with a lower case letter! A is short for
any string beginning with an upper case letter� Attribute references �i�e� names� and
values are relevant� a name is just obj�a whereas the value of attribute a is denoted
as v�obj�a�� The following special attributes are de�ned for all objects� obj�input�
obj�output and obj�state and represent the input� output and state of an object at the
current time�
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Figure ��� A System Dynamics model�

� Methods� obj�m�� represents a code method and obj�M�� a dynamic model method�
m is short for any string beginning with a lower case letter! M is short for any string
beginning with an upper case letter� The following special methods are de�ned for
all objects� obj�input�� and obj�output�� and represent the input and output time
trajectories�

The block model contains acollection of blocks coupled together in a network� Each block
calculates its input� performs the method representing that block� and produces output� A
block is not an object since it represents a method within an object� Without any re�nement
within a block� a function takes no time to simulate� Time is ultimately associated with
state change� All obji represent sub�objects of obj� Fig� �	 displays two simple block models�
the �rst has one block and the second has � coupled blocks� The essence of multimodeling is
seen here� a method de�ned as a dynamic model of the same model sub�type� block� Fig� ��
shows a System Dynamics model that is similar to the block model except that instead of
methods represented by the network nodes� a node represents an object�s state �a variable
attribute�� The same kind of multimodeling represented in Fig� �	 �re�ning a block into
a dynamic model� can be done for the model in Fig� ��! a block is re�ned into a System
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Dynamics model� This multimodel re�nement is particularly useful for our two declarative
model types shown in Figs �� and �� where input�� and output�� are not as obvious unless
we capture the model inside of a functional block� Multimodeling is denoted by drawing
a dashed functional block around the model� denoting model re�nement� The methods
input�� and output�� are essential to perform coupling of models together� An FSA will
have an input�� method and a state variable attribute obj�state� but we require coupling
information somewhere if we are to decide where the input is coming from and where the
output is going to� This coupling information for a method of obj is present in some obji�
For example� if the FSA belongs in a robot r� de�ning the dynamics of state change for r�
the input must come from a physical object outside of r but within a more encapsulating
object such as the environment�
The predicates p� and p� in the FSA model in Fig� �� require further explanation� A

predicate is de�ned as a logical proposition� whose value is boolean� containing internal and
external events� External events are of the form obj�input�� and internal events are of the
form obj�state or obji�state� Rules are another convenient dynamic model �of the declarative
type� that express changes of state and event� A rule�based model is composed of a collection
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of rules within an object obj� each rule i of the form� IF pi�event� state� THEN obj�mi�� or
obj�Mi��� The phrase pi�event� state� de�nes the same logical proposition discussed for the
FSA�

�	�	� Single Object

Single objects are our starting point for de�ning dynamic models� For example� one may
create a simple declarative model in object r of class MobileRobot by specifying a �nite
state automaton �FSA� model and linking this to r�Move��� We will let the FSA be de�ned
by two states� S and M for �Stationary� and �Move� respectively� A robot is in state
S until it receives a cue �an input signal� to move to state M � When the robot receives
another input signal� it moves back to state S� The state variable is located as an attribute
r�position� Therefore the semantics of the FSA would be such that attribute r�position would
be modi�ed depending on the state S or M � For a single object� expressing the dynamical
model in terms of object�oriented features turns out to be straightforward� For a number of
objects� the procedure is more involved but still reects a natural method of modeling�
A single object may be an entity such as r or a more general space such as s� For s�

we de�ne dynamic models to be those that change attributes of s� Models such as partial
di�erential equations �PDEs� and cellular automata �CA� can be de�ned within s� For
example� the constraint reaction�di�usion model
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as a method �dynamic model� of s describes how � changes over time� For our robot scenario�
� is an attribute of the landscape s that varies over each cell�such as water depth or
vegetation density� Furthermore� r can interact with s since a component in a method of r
can depend upon cell attributes� and vice versa�

�	�	� k Non�Interacting Objects

Non�interacting objects do not require any additional dynamic models other than the ones
encapsulated within each object� If many Oi reect robots in motion� there is no need for
a dynamic model in an O to orchestrate this motion� unless there are constraints placed on
the dynamics� in which case a model would be necessary� All Oi� for example� would have
to be scheduled by a simulation engine so that they could perform their individual tasks!
however� this scheduling is a part of the model execution and does not a�ect model design�

�	�	� k Interacting Objects

� k directionally interacting objects� interacting objects with a directional ow use func�
tional models� data of some type ow through the methods of objects to achieve
a change of state� For example� assume that two robot objects r� and r� are in a
quadtree sub�cell called cell� r� always hands a part to r�� This describes the interact�
ing dynamics of an aggregate object r containing r� and r�� A method f� is de�ned
in r� that captures what is done with the part when r� receives it� Similarly� r� does
f� to the incoming part it gets from r�� We now make a functional model that is
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composed of two coupled functions f� and f� �f� is linked directionally to f��� f� � f��
This coupling is performed in accordance with the aggregation rule to de�ne how the
coupling is to occur� The aggregate functional model becomes a method of r�

� k non�directionally interacting objects� interacting objects with no directionality in the
ow are represented using constraint models� If k objects interact in this fashion� a
constraint model is encapsulated within the aggregate object containing all k objects�
Robot r� may interact with r� in such a fashion� A simple method of interaction is
one using a spring metaphor� We attach a virtual spring between r� and r�� Then�
given an acceleration to r�� both robots will move in accordance with Hooke�s law in
an e�ort to achieve equilibrium� The equation for Hooke�s law is a constraint model
located in an aggregate object r that contains both r� and r�� The equation has terms
that are attributes of r� and r�� The way in which the equation terms are clustered is
determined by an aggregation rule for equation construction�

One theme that arises from our methodology of dynamic models is that one locates a
dynamic model in the object for which it is appropriate� Often� this object already exists
as does r which has a functional model referencing methods stored in r�s sub�objects such
as arm� end�e�ector and foundation� However� in some cases� an aggregate object must
be created to locate the model� as with the two robots interacting in spring�like manner�
the model of their interaction does not belong to either of them� only to their aggregate
object� The latter concept also applies to populations of objects where they are present in
a scenario� To take an example� let�s consider a constraint model in equation form� Where
do the equation and the composite equation terms belong� If a term or part of an equation
contains attributes only of class C then� it belongs in C� If a dynamic model in r� �on the
end of a spring� contains only terms of r��s position �including input terms dependent on
time alone� then the model belongs inside r�� If terms including r��s position are in a term
or equation� then we must move the term or equation up a level to be located in r�

�	�	� Continuum Models

It may be readily apparent how to take the average scenario object and de�ne it to be
object�oriented! however� models that have a �uid or non�discrete nature seem to present
an incongruity within our de�ned approach� However� continuum physical phenomena such
as uids� whether gaseous or liquid� need not present a problem for the methodology� If the
uid object is sub�divided into constituent objects in the same way that scalar and vector
�elds are discretized for numerical reasons �to solve the �eld equations�� then each discrete
part is captured as a sub�object of the �eld� We briey considered the concept of a river over
our robot space s� If the river has rigid boundaries� the sub�objects of s will contain sub�
objects of the river object� These object aggregate relations are time�dependent� Objects
can be seen to move with the �eld or stay �xed� If they stay �xed� the dynamics associated
with each object follow the methods of �nite di�erence formulations� If they move� they
become uid particle objects and are not unlike the robots� If a uid object is compressible�
or the object can add or subtract sub�objects� we add these objects over time and our static
models change to accommodate the change in structure� This is a case of having to delete

	




and add objects dynamically� In the following section� we�ll treat an example of dynamic
object creation using a biological metaphor�

�	�	 Morphogenesis

In the previous examples of dynamic systems� a dynamic model was speci�ed within an object
for which it was relevant� But� what if the dynamics cause a change in the static model of an
object� This is what happens in biological systems and what we call morphogenesis �����a
temporal change in structure� Lindenmeyer Systems ���� �L�Systems� capture a dynamic
way of modeling that falls under the declarative class of dynamic models� rules are speci�ed
to model change of object structure� We begin with an object whose state is de�ned by an
attribute serving as an initial condition �� and continue simulation by growing a static model
tree composed of objects� For most engineered devices� such as robots� we do not generally
consider dynamic growth to apply! we apply growth to natural objects� However� we stated
earlier that our robot was capable of changing shape� so we can carry this metaphor further
by stating that the robot link structure in Fig� 	 is the piece of the robot that grows like a
tree over time� At the end of the recursive subdivision� an end�e�ector grows onto the end
of each link chain much as a ower grows at the tip of a branch or plant stem� The recursion
de�ned in the productions provides for a tree of objects that grows and is constructed as the
methods are applied� After a tree has grown� other state updating methods can be applied
for modifying the object states! however� in the majority of cases� growth and decay methods
will continue to be applied in parallel with methods that� for instance� change the state of
a tree structure �engineered� biological or otherwise� as a result of external forces such as
wind or water�
For our models� we will ignore the joint object and not directly model the time�dependent

change of link width and length� The L�System production model for simulating the link�tree
in Fig� �
 is de�ned below�

p� � � � a

p� � a� I�A��A�A

p� � A� IB

p� � B � �C��C�

p� � C � ID

p� � D � K

Production p� is the initial condition �or terminating condition�� p� provides the basic
support structure for the plant with an internode� two angle branches and a straight branch�
Each branch is constructed with p�� p� provides a two branch structure at the end of each
of the three branches just created� and each of these new branches contains a ower �via
productions p� and p��� In the case of L�System model de�nition� productions p� through
p� represent a single dynamical model de�ned as a method of the overall aggregate robot
object r! however� it is also possible to separate rules so that a rule de�nes the dynamics for
the object for which it applies� In this case� the rule becomes a method in that object� This
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Figure �
� Time snapshots for robot link tree�

�distributed� rule approach is a logical one and since r represents an aggregation of all sub�
objects� all six rules are aggregated as a method of r through the composition properties of
aggregation� These approaches may suggest di�erent model execution methods for globally
situated rules and distributed rules� but we shall not address the model execution issues here
since our focus is on model design�
We let time advance be associated with the execution of rules until the appearance of

a physical segment �I or K� occurs� The changing state of the robot link tree is shown in
Fig� �
� The static model for the growth at time � is illustrated in Fig� �� and the corre�
sponding object and sub�object de�nitions are illustrated in Fig� ��� Fig� �� also contains
the �internode� I objects that de�ne the individual links�

�	� Multimodels

We identi�ed dynamic models as being one of three types� and it is possible to create a
hierarchy of dynamic models by re�ning a component of one model as representing another
dynamic model� So� for example� one may take a state of r and re�ne this into a functional
model containing two coupled functions� This sort of model decomposition is called hetero�
geneous model decomposition ���� �	� ��� since more than one model type is used during
re�nement� Homogeneous re�nements are more commonly used� where a model component
is re�ned into similar components but using more detail� In ����� multimodels were visual�
ized outside of an object�oriented framework� In OOPM� a multimodel may be embedded
in several physical objects! however� the individual multimodel layers can still be abstracted
by re�ning dynamic model components� Even though we have speci�ed multimodels as ap�
plying to dynamic objects� their utility is just as applicable to static models� For example�
consider a static model of s� object s contains a quadtree model as an attribute� Each cell
of the quadtree contains static models of all robots r inhabiting the cell� Moreover� a link
contained with r may be subde�ned into yet another model type� a collection of �nite volume
objects used mostly in �nite element analysis�
Multimodels� whether of static or dynamic models� involve changes in scale so that as

we re�ne our models� we change the scale of our scenario and new sub�objects emerge at
each abstraction level� For homogeneous re�nement� a scale change is accompanied by a
regular kind of scale change� Consider the static case �rst� A landscape s at one level can be
sub�divided into cells that are the same shape as s but have metric transformation applied
to each of them� This represents a model type we will call array� For dynamic models� one
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Figure ��� Static model for the robot at time ��

can look inside r�s computer to �nd a digital design� composed of interconnected blocks�
Each block is subdivided into blocks� yet again� but with blocks of �ner granularity� On the
other hand� with dynamic model heterogeneous decomposition� we �nd that we de�ne more
coarse grained dynamics for r using an FSA with �ner grained dynamics using other model
types such as the functional block model� For static models� we may decide to subdivide
each cell of s using quadtrees� This represents a shift in model type� from an array to a
quadtree� Recent work on multimodeling and a new taxonomy for structural and behavioral
abstraction is found in ���� 	���
Every dynamic model obj�M�� has model components� For multimodeling� the follow�

ing three model components are important� �� attribute reference� 	� attribute value� and
�� method� Re�nements can be made for each of these model component types�

�� An attribute reference is denoted by referring to an attribute obj�a� In particular�
attributes which hold the set or subset of state space can be used for multimodels by
re�ning the attribute obj�state into a method� obj�state " m��� for a code method
re�nement or obj�state " M��� for a dynamic model re�nement� Examples of this
type of re�nement are� �� a Petri net place� 	� a compartment of a compartmental
model or �� a level in a System Dynamics model�

	� An attribute value is denoted by referring to the value of an attribute obj�a� denoted
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Figure ��� Objects created by time ��

as v�obj�a�� Attribute values appropriate for multimodels reect a phase or aggre�
gate state� A multimodel re�nement of an attribute value is performed as either
v�obj�state� " m��� or v�obj�state� " M���� Examples of this type of re�nement
are� �� an FSA state or a 	� Markov model state�

�� A method is denoted by referring to an objects method� either m��� for a code method�
or M��� for a dynamic model method� Examples of this are� �� a function in a block
model� 	� a Petri net transition� or �� a component in a graphical constraint model such
as a bond graph� Recall that methods can be constraint relations as well as functions�

�	� Location of Models

In what object or class does a model belong� This is a key question that arises when building
the conceptual model� As we have seen with the di�erent dynamic model types� there are
speci�c approaches for model location depending on the type� In general a good heuristic for
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model positioning is to place a model in an object whose composite objects contain all model
components� For example� when we built a functional model for two robots r� and r�� we put
the coupled two�function model of f� � f� inside of an aggregate object r containing r� and
r�� The model could not belong in any single robot even though the model�s components
are located in individual robots� The same heuristic can be employed for all model types�
For an equational model� we might have the following model inside object o��

d

dt
 " k�  u�t�

where  is a density attribute within object o�� Since this model includes only object o��s
attribute and reference to an external input� it belongs in o�� Contrast this against�

d

dt
 " k�  o	��

which contains a constraint relation including a term involving another object�s �o	� attribute
�� This model must be placed in an aggregate object that contains both o� and o	�

�	� Predator�Prey Model

Consider that some robots act like predators and some act like prey� In this case� an ap�
plicable dynamic model to create is along the lines of the Lotka�Volterra model ����� A
conceptual model is shown in Fig� ��� This model suggests that we have a physical scenario
composed of an environment �weather�� landscape and a population of organisms� There
are two types of populations� predator and prey� For the sake of the biological metaphor�
we choose Panther as the class of predator and Bird and Deer as sample prey classes� The
Lotka�Volterra model is an example of a general population model that can be characterized
as a p�state ecological model ����� The designation of p�state is positioned in Fig� �� within
the Population class where it belongs� For completeness� we have included other types of
ecological models ���� ��� and where they �t within the class hierarchy�

� General Population Model �p�state�� a model that speci�es the dynamics of single or
inter�species populations�

� Structured Population Model �i�state distribution�� a population model where other
independent variables such as size or age are used to �structure� the population into
classes� We placed this within class BirdPop� A discrete set of structured classes could
also be created under BirdPop if desired� such as Hatchling� Juvenile and Adult�

� Individually Model �i�state con�guration�� a set of continuous�time equations� one per
individual� If one chooses a discrete event�type approach� using rules for the model type
for example� other model types are possible� Wol� ��	� refers to a rule�based model as
an individual�oriented model �IOM� to di�erentiate it from the i�state con�guration
model� termed an individual�based model �IBM��

Let�s note the rules for generalization and aggregation�

� Aggregation�
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Model()
interaction()
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i-state distribution

i-state configuration (IBM)

IOM

count
rate

Scenario

PantherPop DeerPop

PredatorPop PreyPop

Population
Environment Landscape

BirdPop

Bird

Figure ��� Lotka�Volterra population dynamics�

�� An speci�c aggregation rule for attribute count�

Population�count " PredatorPop�count  PreyPop�count

A more general aggregation rule for count� keeping in mind updates and additions
to this conceptual model� is�

C �count "
X

i

Ci�count

where C matches any class containing count and Ci matches the sub�classes of C�

	� An aggregation rule for dynamic model method Model�� in Population�

PredatorPop�rate " PreyPop�birth��� PredatorPop�death��

PreyPop�rate " PreyPop�birth��� interaction��

�� An aggregation rule for code method interaction�� in Population�

interaction�� " PreyPop�count 	 PredatorPop�count

�	



� Generalization� We let count be inherited �passed down� but not any of the methods
de�ned in Population� PredatorPop or PreyPop�

In reviewing our model� we realize several important bene�ts from the use of OOPM in
creating this model� The main bene�t is one of knowledge representation that focuses on class
creation and the lexical naming of equational terms such as birth�� and interaction��� By
making names explicit� we make the model more comprehensible� The bene�ts of structure
passing are inheritance and aggregation� The de�nition of Population�Model�� is invariant
to additional PredatorPop or PreyPop sub�classes we may choose to add in the future� For
example� we may later add AlligatorPop under PredatorPop� Since AlligatorPop would pass
count upward via the �rst aggregation rule� the population model need not be rede�ned�

� Programming and Implementation

We are building a system called MOOSE� multimodeling object�oriented simulation environ�
ment� MOOSE will capture the essence of OOPM by leading the user through the phases of
model development shown in Fig� �� The user constructs a conceptual model using a Tk�Tcl
graphical user interface� The user adds attributes and methods� For those attributes and
methods that are de�ned as models� there is a model window that permits visual editing� As
the model is executed� the simulation output is shown on a scenario window� Our progress
to date has illustrated the use of simulation to the planning process �	�� 	
�! however� we are
still building the graphical user interface utilities for the model window� A sample scenario
window for an air force mission application was constructed along with a simulation built
on top of SimPack ��	� ��� ���
We draw a dividing line between the actual implementation and the logical design which

is used as a basis for code implementation� Our focus in this article has been on this logical
design� Some implementation choices� for example� have dictated that for a particular object�
oriented language� creating formal objects for every individual in a population may not be
computationally feasible� even though our design is drawn so that these objects exist� This
is not a problem and reects that the design stands by itself and is used as an intermediate
vehicle from concept to code� Di�erent computer languages have their own unique features�
and the basic object�oriented physical design should not be bound by what is o�ered or not
o�ered by these languages� C  is an example of a language that o�ers inheritance but
not composition so while inheritance is supported in the form of derived class structure�
composition is handled on a case�by�case basis where the programmer stores the structure
in the object�s� a�ording computational e�ciency�

� Conclusions

To build simple systems� we may sometimes get away without using a model design� In such
a case� we may sketch a few formulae and proceed directly to the coding phase� However�
with the increasing speed of personal computers� we are in a period of increased development
for model design that might best be captured by the word �integration�� As scientists and
engineers� we have our own individual static and dynamic models for our part of the world�
But this this not enough when we want to integrate models together� Suddenly� we �nd
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ourselves overwhelmed with the sheer size of model types� and frequently some may not
have model types but have only coded their simulations� To get a handle on this situation�
we need a blueprint as if we were going to perform this integration as a metaphor to building
a house� Without a blueprint� the electrician and carpenter are at odds as to how to interact�
They each construct their own complex parts and one only hopes that the resulting glued�
together construction will function as a whole� The blueprint helps them to work together�
Our methodology for object�oriented physical design is like the blueprint� permitting models
of di�erent types to �t together so that more complex and larger systems can be studied�
These larger systems require an interdisciplinary approach to model design and so we must
agree on a basic language for blueprints�
Our immediate goals are to apply this general methodology to various technical areas

including the simulation of multi�phase particle ows in the University of Florida Engineering
Research Center for Particle Science and Technology and an integrated modeling environment
for studying the e�ects of changes in hydrology to the Everglades ecosystem managed by
the South Florida Water Management District� For decision making in the military� many
levels of command and control exist� and the methodology provides a consistent approach
in using models for planning and mission analysis both �before action� and during �after
action review�� All of these systems have a characteristic in common even though they
may appear at �rst quite di�erent� they involve the modeling of highly complex� multi�level
environments� often with individual code and models developed by di�erent people from
di�erent disciplines� MOOSE development is underway and C  code and GUI interfaces
are being constructed to make it possible for analysts to use our system� A longer range goal
is to allow our models to be distributed over the Internet �or over processors for a parallel
machine�� The object oriented concepts of re�use and encapsulation will help greatly in this
endeavor� Also� we are trying to create a bridge between the use of modeling in simulation
and general purpose programming� As various authors have noted ��� ���� if one liberally
applies the concept of metaphor to software engineering� the di�erences between software
and systems engineering begin to dwindle to the point where software engineering can be
considered a modeling process�
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